
New 2017 N100912 

Laika Eco 600 - Do lee Vita 

Made with over 50 years of experience with all the style and elegance you would expect from Italy. 

New Laika Ecovip 600 Motorhome, 4 berth highly insulated 5.99metres long luxury A-Class with fixed rear 
transverse double bed over small garage, L -shape front lounge and dropdown double bed over cab. 

2017 model. Fiat Ducato, Euro 6 2.3L 150 PS Upgrade, Chassis upgrade plated at 4250kg GVW (£76,300). 

UK Do lee Vita pack- Right hand drive, Comfortmatic 6 speed automatic gearbox(£ 1,632). Automatic Climate controlled 
cab air conditioning, 16" Alloy wheels, LED daytime running lights, Leather steering wheel and gear lever, Chrome 
surrounds to instrument binnacle, DAB aerial on mirror, Radio/CD player with 5"touch screen monitor inc. Tom Tom, Front 
Fog light. Aide gas and electric wet central heating system. Window in washroom, Gas oven without grill, Laika F65 Deluxe 
grey roll out 3 metre awning, Horizontal sliding internal blind for windscreen. Adjustable TV Stand in left side lounge area, 
Cab and Living area carpet, External shower with 'Hot & cold' mixer tap, Reversing camera with 7" monitor, Electric 
entrance step, Furniture in Designer light wood 'Oimo Toscano). Supplied in upholstery'Arezzo~ 

£77,932.00 (In stock) 

Including Dolce Vita Pack 

MOTORHOME SPECIFICATION: 
MANUFACTURER: LAIKA 
MODEL: Ecovip 600 'Dolce Vita' 
BERTHS: 4 
MAKE: Fiat Ducato 
ENGINE: Euro 6 2.3L 150 PS 
TRANSMISSION: Comfortmatic 6-Speed Automatic 
Length approx. 5.99m 
Width approx. 2.31 m 
Height approx. 2.99m 
GVW: 4250 kg 

lt is possible to fund this motorhome from 1 year up 
to10 years (120mths). Details available on request. 

blackhorse 
CARAVAN & MOTORHOME FINANCE 

Whilst every effort has been made to check the accuracy of the information above, some errors in compiling this information may have occurred. You are therefore 
strongly advised not to rely on the information provided in respect of the above vehicle, and to examine the vehicle to check the accuracy of the information supplied 

before deciding to purchase the vehicle as described above. Your statutory rights as a consumer are not affected by this statement. 
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